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Abstract

Background: Papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC) is the most prevalent form of thyroid cancer. In some studies, parvovirus B19 (PVB19) infection was involved in the pathogenesis of thyroid diseases such as Graves’ disease, Hashimoto thyroiditis, and thyroid cancer. PVB 19 induces chronic inflammation in thyroid, which can lead to carcinogenesis through the effect of inflammatory mediators. The association of PVB19 with PTC tumorigenesis is still a matter of controversy. We evaluated the correlation of PVB19 with PTC and, for the first time, pathologic features.

Method: This cross-sectional retrospective study focused on the thyroid specimens of 82 patients with PTC and 77 patients with benign thyroid nodules. We conducted the present study from March 2014 to November 2017 in hospitals affiliated with Shiraz University of Medical Sciences, Shiraz, Iran. We evaluated the presence of PVB19 DNA by nested PCR method in PTC, adjacent non-malignant tissues, and benign thyroid nodules. PVB19 positivity was also compared between PTC and two other groups. We further investigated the association of pathologic features and tumor staging with PVB19 positivity.

Result: Of the patients, 81% were female. We detected PVB19 positivity in 9.8% of PTC specimens and 0.01 of adjacent non-malignant tissues (P =0.016). None of the benign thyroid nodule specimens had PVB 19 DNA, and they were significantly different from PTC specimens (P=0.007). There was no significant correlation between PVB19 positivity and tumor stages (P=0.988) and histologic types (P=0.560).

Conclusion: This research, similar to some other studies, showed a significant association between PTC and PVB19 positivity. For the first time, we showed that no significant relationship existed between PVB19 positivity and tumor stages and histologic types. Further investigations are needed to evaluate the relationship between this virus and PTC.
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Introduction

Thyroid cancer is the most common endocrine system cancer.\(^1\) Papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC) comprises the greatest portion of follicular cell type of thyroid cancer.\(^1,2\) Several studies have been done to assess the etiology of this thyroid malignancy. Some investigations revealed the effects of radiation exposure, autoimmune diseases, and genetic alterations.\(^1,3\) Recently, more attention has been paid to the role of viral infections. Stamatiou et al. reviewed the association between thyroid cancer and two oncogenic virus families, namely the herpes and polyoma family viruses.\(^1\) They detected the viral gene and gene products of EBV virus, polyoma virus, and herpes simplex virus type 1 and 2 in PTC tissues.\(^1\) Two studies focused on the role of parvovirus B19 (PVB19) in the pathogenesis of thyroid cancer.\(^3,4\)

PVB19 is a small non-enveloped icosahedral DNA virus of the parvoviridae family. It has a single stranded linear DNA genome. PVB19 was previously shown to be a cause of diseases in animals, but in 1975, it was revealed that this virus could also be a human pathogen.\(^5,6\) This virus is the common cause of fifth disease and slapped cheek syndrome.\(^7,8\) Etemadi et al. suggested the association of PVB19 with thyroid cancer and tumorigenesis via inflammatory mechanisms.\(^4\) Wang et al. reported the probable effect of PVB19 on the activation of NFkB (nuclear factor kappa light chain enhancer of activated B cells) as a mechanism for PTC development.\(^3\) PVB19 gene codes three major proteins. NS1 is one of these proteins which is similar to the tax protein of human T-cell leukemia virus-1 (HTLV-1) and tat protein of human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV). Tax and tat proteins are able to activate NFkB; once activated, NFkB plays a major role in the induction of acute leukemia by HTLV-1 and tumorigenesis of Kaposi sarcoma by HIV. NFkB is also activated in PTC and may play a role in its pathogenesis.\(^3\) PVB19 causes chronic infection and dysregulates cell growth pathways in thyroid cells.\(^4\) Another study revealed the presence of PVB19 in the thyroid tissues of patients with autoimmune thyroid disorders and also proposed the role of hepatitis C virus in the pathogenesis of PTC.\(^9\) Adamson et al. observed no significant difference between normal and cancerous thyroid tissues regarding the presence of PVB19.\(^10\) Another study suggested the possible role of parvovirus B19 in the tumorigenesis of more aggressive anaplastic thyroid carcinoma.\(^11\)

We carried out this study due to the controversies as to the role of PVB19 infection in PTC and the lack of sufficient data concerning the association of PVB19 infection with PTC pathologic features. This study, which is the largest study of its kind, compared the human PVB19 infection in PTC vs. adjacent non-malignant tissues and benign thyroid nodules. In addition, it evaluated the association between this infection and the PTC stages and pathologic features.

Material and Methods

We conducted this case-control retrospective investigation on tissue samples from March 2014 to November 2017 in hospitals affiliated with Shiraz University of Medical Sciences, Fars province, southern Iran. Among the 159 specimens included in this study, 82 were PTC and 77 were benign thyroid nodule. 129 samples belonged to female patients, and the rest belonged to males. The mean age of PTC patients was 40.7±14.9 (range:21-62) years, and that of patients with benign thyroid nodules was 42.9±13.3 (range:23-60) years. 16 patients
(19.5%) in PTC group and 14 patients (18%) in benign thyroid nodule group were male.

**Tissue samples**
We collected a total of 175 paraffin-embedded thyroid tissues from patients with PTC and non-malignant thyroid disease. Two thyroid pathologists (Dr. Monabbati and Dr. Dehghani) re-assessed the specimens to confirm the diagnosis. Patient charts were checked to ensure that patients had not undergone radiation or chemotherapy and were not immune-compromised. We excluded 16 samples with Hashimotos thyroiditis and Graves’ disease. Finally, 82 PTCs and 77 benign thyroid nodules were included.

**Tumor staging and pathologic criteria**
Based on world health organization (WHO) criteria, we categorized the PTC histological types into six groups, encapsulated follicular variant, infiltrative follicular type, classic type, tall cell variant, cribriform, and diffuse sclerosing type. Tumor staging classification was according to the eighth edition of American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) TNM system, and pathologic features were assessed by the criteria of the College of American Pathologists. All of the PTC pathologic characteristics were assessed as below:

**Mitosis** was evaluated according to the number of mitosis in 10 high-power fields. Tumor necrosis and mitotic rate >2 mitosis/10 high power fields demonstrates worse survival than tumors without necrosis and lower mitotic rate in papillary thyroid carcinoma.

**Atypia** was defined based on the presence of pleomorphism, hyperchromasia, and increased nuclear to cytoplasmic ratio.

**Diameter** referred to the greatest dimension of tumor in mm.

**Tumor encapsulation** was determined as a distinct fibrotic capsule surrounding the tumor in specimen.

**Vascular invasion** was defined as tumor’s invasion of the adjacent blood vessels.

**Lymphatic invasion** referred to the tumor tissue’s invasion of lymphatic vessels.

**Capsular invasion** was tumor’s invasion of its capsule.

**Extrathyroidal extension** was defined when the thyroid tumor invades peri-thyroidal soft tissues.

**Surgical margin:** a positive surgical margins means that the tumor extended the surgical resection edge.

**Tumor multicentricity** was defined as multiple foci of tumor in the same thyroid tissue of specimen.

**Lymph node involvement** referred to lymph node invasion by malignant thyroid cells.

**Ethics**
The Ethics Committee and Vice-Chancellor for Research of Shiraz University of Medical Sciences (ethics code:1396 S 90) approved this study.

**Statistical analysis**
Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS software (version 21.0, Chicago, IL, USA). Using chi-square test, we compared PVB19 positive tests in PTC and benign thyroid nodules and adjacent non-tumoral tissue. We employed chi-square test or Fisher’s exact test to examine the association between the pathologic features of PTC and the presence of PVB19. To compare quantitative variables such as age and tumor diameter, we employed independent sample t-test and Mann-Whitney non-parametric test. P-values less than 0.05 were statistically significant.

**DNA extraction**
Sections previously deparaffinised by adding xylene and rehydration by ethanol (70%to100%) were cut in 5µm thickness. Genomic DNA was extracted with a
commercially available kit using the manufactures protocols (prime prep Genomic DNA isolation kit made in South Korea). After DNA extraction, we determined the quantity of DNA by use of a spectrophotometer (BioRad, USA). In PTC specimens, a sample was also taken from the adjacent non-tumoral tissue and prepared for DNA extraction.

**nPCR amplification**

We amplified the DNA from all samples by PCR using a set of Beta-actin gene primer to assess DNA integrity with forward primer 5’ ATCATGTTGAGACCTCAA-3’ and reverse primer 5’ CATCTCTGCTGAAGTCCA-3’.15

The PCR reaction was performed with a final volume of 25µl which contained reaction buffer 1.5 mM MgCl₂, 0.5 unit of Taq DNA polymerase (Genet Bio, Korea), 200µM dNTp mix, 0.2 µM of each primer, and 250 ng DNA. The reaction produced 317 base pair fragments. The polymerase chain reaction (PCR) condition was preheated to 94°C for 5min, followed by 40 cycles 94°C for 1 min, 48°C for 45, and 72°C for 30 seconds. Two sets of primers were used for nested PCR (Table 1).16 PCR condition is shown in table 1.

The first round PCR was carried out with set 1 primer as follows: total volume of 25µl containing 1x PCR buffer 200 µM dNTp mix, 1.5 mM MgCl₂, 1 unit of Taq DNA polymerase (Genet Bio, Korea), 0.4 µM of each primer, and 250 ng purified DNA as template. The second round PCR was performed with set 2 primers as follows: 1x buffer, 1.5 mM MgCl₂, 1 unit Taq DNA polymerase, 400µM dNTp mix, 0.4 µM each primers, and 3µl of amplicon of first round PCR and water was added up to total volume of 25 µl. All PCR were performed in thermal cycler (applied Biosystem, Foster CA, USA).

Each amplification run included one positive control (peripheral blood of patients with pure red cell aplasia infected with PVB 19 virus analysed earlier by nPCR), and two negative controls comprised of water and blood samples of adult patients with chronic myelogenous leukemia.

**Analysis**

All amplified products (first and second reactions) were performed on 2.5% agarose gel in 1x TAE buffer stained with EcoDye nucleic Acid staining (Biofact, Korea) and visualized under UV illumination using gel doc (Uvtec made in EU).

**Results**

Among the 159 specimens included in this study, 82 were PTC and 77 were benign thyroid nodules. 129 samples belonged to female patients, and 30 samples were obtained from male patients. The mean age of PTC patients was 40.7±14.9 years, and that of patients with benign thyroid nodules was 42.9±13.3 years (P=0.15).

DNA of PVB19 was detected in eight cases of PTC with a prevalence of 9.8%. None of the benign thyroid nodule specimens was positive for PVB19, and the difference was significant (P=0.007). PVB19 PCR was positive in one adjacent non-tumoral tissue (0.01%), and the prevalence of PVB19 PCR positivity was significantly lower than PTC group (P=0.016).

Table 2 shows the association of PVB19 positivity and the pathologic features of patients with papillary thyroid carcinoma. As shown in table 2, the percentage of high mitosis rate, atypia, and blood vessel invasion in PVB19-positive PTC was higher than PVB19-negative PTC; also, the percentage of tumor encapsulation in the PVB 19 positive PTC was less than the PVB 19 negative PTC but these differences were not statistically significant.

Among the 82 tissue samples of PTC, 72% were in stage I, 13.4% were in stage II,
13.4% were in stage III, and 1.2% was in stage IV (Figure 1). Statistical analysis indicated no significant association between PVB19 positivity and tumor stages \((P=0.988)\).

Histologically, 56% of the PTCs were of classical types, 32.2% were of follicular type, and 14.6% were micro PTCs. The prevalence of oncocytic type, Warthin type, tall cell, and sclerosing type were 2.4%, 1.2%, 1.2%, and 1.2%, respectively. No significant association was observed between PTC types and PVB19 positivity \((P=0.56)\).

**Discussion**

As the largest research in this field, our study included 82 PTC specimens and 77 benign thyroid nodules as the control group. We found PVB19 more frequently in tissues involved by PTC compared with adjacent non-tumoral and benign thyroid nodules. Although it is difficult to confirm a causative role for a viral infection in cancer development, we postulate that PVB19 infection may be associated with certain cases of PTC.

This investigation, for the first time, examined the relationship between PVB19 infection and PTC considering staging criteria and pathologic features. Indicators of tumor aggressiveness such as high rates of mitosis, atypia, and blood vessel invasion tended to be related to PVB19 positivity in the present study. Our findings are in line with some other studies,\(^3,4\) where a correlation was observed between PVB19 infection and PTC. In our study, the rates of PVB19 positivity in the control groups and PTC specimens were lower than other similar studies; this might be attributed to the differences in the methods of detecting PVB19 in tissue or lower rates of PVB19 infection in our study population.

Human PVB19 is a DNA virus and can incorporate into host genome, and is suspected to be involved in carcinogenesis. Some studies revealed the probable role of PVB19 in the development of non-thyroidal cancers, including acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL), colon carcinoma, and testicular germ cell tumours.\(^17-20\) In two studies, no significant association existed between PVB19 and ALL development.\(^21,22\)

Although PVB19 antibody is prevalent in adult population, viral DNA rarely persists in tissues.\(^23\)

Several studies proposed a link between Human PVB19 and non-malignant thyroid diseases such as Hashimoto thyroiditis.\(^9,11,24,26\) Fallahi et al. proposed the role of PVB19 in the development of Graves’ disease and multinodular goiter.\(^9\)

Another group of studies evaluated the effect of PVB19 in the development and progression of thyroid cancers.\(^3,4,9,11,26\) Laura et al. reported the probable role of PVB19 infection in the development of highly-aggressive anaplastic thyroid carcinoma.\(^11\) Wang et al. reported a relationship between PVB19 infection and PTC. They studied 38 PTCs and 16 normal thyroid specimens, detected DNA fragments of PVB19 in 37 of PTCs and seven of normal thyroid tissues, and suggested the possible role of PVB19 in the pathogenesis of PTC.\(^3\) Etemadi et al. detected the DNA particles of PVB19 in 86.1% of 36 PTC specimens and proposed that PVB19 infection might be involved in the pathogenesis of thyroid cancer via inflammatory factors.\(^4\) Laura et al., on the other hand, observed no significant difference between benign and cancerous thyroid tissues concerning PVB19 DNA positivity .\(^10\) In two other studies, no significant difference existed between normal and cancerous thyroid specimens.
Multiple mechanisms were suggested for the involvement of PVB19 infection in thyroid tumorigenesis. PVB19 needs specific receptors to infect the cells. Thyroid follicular cells have globoside receptors to which PVB19 particles can attach, thereby infecting the cells.\(^1\) PVB19 infection in thyroid can be persistent and activate inflammatory cascade in thyroid cells, hence become a factor in cancer development.\(^2\) The NS1 protein of PVB19 is capable of activating NFkB which is a mediator of viral tumorigenesis.\(^3\) NFkB activates cellular promoters, such as HIV-long terminal repeat (HIV-LTR), interleukin 6, and tumor necrosis factor alpha. Interleukin 6 is a tumor promoter cytokine.\(^4\) NFkB level is high in PTC cells and plays an important role in PTC pathogenesis as it affects the proliferative and apoptotic pathways in thyroid cells. Reactive oxygen nitrogen species (RONS) also increases in thyroid cells infected with PVB19.\(^4\) RONS can cause DNA changes and mutations, thereby damaging tumor suppressor genes and activating proto-oncogenes.\(^4\) Common mutations in PTC are BRAFV600E, RET/PTC rearrangement, and RAS mutations. P53 mutation is prevalent in anaplastic carcinoma, which usually originates from PTC. The interaction between PVB19 and oncogenes is yet another possible mechanism for PVB19 thyroid tumorigenesis. Detection of PVB19 is associated with P53 expression, which is a common mutation in anaplastic thyroid tumor.\(^1\) Ignatovich et al. showed that PVB19 infection down-regulated thyroid hormone receptor alpha (THRα) and retinoid x receptor alpha (RXRA), which affected the expression of the genes regulated by THR/RXRA. These genes are involved in thyroid tumorigenesis.\(^30\) Taken together, PVB19 may be involved in PTC pathogenesis through causing chronic inflammation and DNA damage and dysregulating the cell growth pathways.

The strength of the current study is that its sample size is larger than other similar studies. In addition, for the first time, we evaluated the association between PVB19 positivity and pathologic characteristics of PTC. On the other hand, due to the limitations in our laboratory, we were only able to perform PCR and no other methods, such as in-situ hybridisation or immunohistochemistry for the detection of PVB19, which may account for lower rates of infection in our PTC and control samples.

**Conclusion**

This study revealed an association between PVB19 and PTC. Although it is difficult to prove the role of a virus in cancer development, our results suggested that PVB19 might be involved in the pathogenesis of certain cases of PTC, which requires further studies.
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Table 1 Primer sequences and PCR protocol

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primer</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Size of production</th>
<th>PCR condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beta-Actin</td>
<td>F: 5’-ATCATGTTGAGACCTCCAA-3’ R: 5’-CATCTCTTGCTCGAAGTCCA-3’</td>
<td>317 bp</td>
<td>94°C 5 min, 94°C 1 min, 50°C 45 sec, 72°C 5 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SET 1</td>
<td>F: 5’AGCATGTGGAGTGAGGGGGGC-3’ R: 5’AAAGCATGAGGAGCTATCTCC-3’</td>
<td>290 bp</td>
<td>94°C 3 min, 94°C 1 min, 53°C 45 sec, 72°C 5 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SET 2</td>
<td>F: 5’GCTAACTCTGTAACTTGTAC-3’ R: 5’AAATATCTCCATGGGGTGAG-3’</td>
<td>173 bp</td>
<td>35X 94°C 45 sec, 72°C 5 min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Association between PVB19 PCR positive results and pathologic characteristics of patients with papillary thyroid carcinoma

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pathologic characteristic</th>
<th>PVB19 positive papillary thyroid carcinoma</th>
<th>PVB19 negative papillary thyroid carcinoma</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High mitosis: n(%)</td>
<td>1(12.5)</td>
<td>7(9.5)</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atypia: n(%)</td>
<td>1(12.5)</td>
<td>5(6.8)</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encapsulation: n(%)</td>
<td>4(50)</td>
<td>45(60.8)</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capsular invasion: n(%)</td>
<td>1(12.5)</td>
<td>28(37.8)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lymph vessel invasion: n(%)</td>
<td>2(25)</td>
<td>20(27)</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood vessel invasion: n(%)</td>
<td>2(25)</td>
<td>17(23)</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra thyroid extension: n(%)</td>
<td>0(0)</td>
<td>12(16.2)</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgical margin involvement: n(%)</td>
<td>0(0)</td>
<td>7(9.5)</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multicentric tumor: n(%)</td>
<td>1(12.5)</td>
<td>18(24.3)</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lymph node involvement: n(%)</td>
<td>0(0)</td>
<td>10(13.5)</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter of tumor(mm)</td>
<td>31.4mm</td>
<td>42.5mm</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex(male/female)</td>
<td>3/5</td>
<td>14/60</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PVB19: parvovirus B19, PCR: polymerase chain reaction, n (%): number (percentage)
Figure 1. Prevalence of patients within 4 PTC tumor stage, considering the result of ParvoB19 PCR.

PTC: papillary thyroid carcinoma, ParvoB19: parvovirus B19, PCR: polymerase chain reaction